We have investigated the nonlinear responses in terms of effective properties of unsaturated porous materials using a numerical framework. The multiphase microstructure is reconstructed through a random generation-growth method, and the transport governing equations are solved efficiently by a lattice Boltzmann model. After validation, the present framework is used to study the nonlinear behavior of thermal conductivity and electrical permittivity caused by the saturation degree and the phase interaction for multiphase materials. The results show that the effective thermal conductivity of unsaturated porous materials changes with the phase interaction ratio, while the effective permittivity decrease monotonously with the phase interaction. Mechanism analyses indicate that these nonlinear behaviors lie in the role of the liquid phase in the transport. For the thermal conductivity, the liquid phase plays a "bridge" function because its conductivity is between those of the solid and the gas. A better bridge network would enhance the overall effective thermal conductivity. However for the electrical permittivity, the liquid phase acts the leading force for transport and a more effective liquid phase connection will hence lead to a higher effective electrical permittivity of the multiphase system.
Introduction
As is well known, the effective properties of multiphase materials, such as the thermal conductivity and electric permittivity, depend on not only the properties and the volume fraction of each inclusion, but also the geometrical microstructures and the phase interaction effects between the components [1] . Predictions of effective properties of multiphase materials has been paid much attention in the past fifty years because of their important applications in material design, geophysical exploration, biological and medical engineering [1] [2] [3] [4] . Currently the most widely used theoretical models for the effective properties of multiphase materials are based on networks of Parallel and Series modes with little interactions between system components, or accounting for the morphology effects by some empirical parameters [5] [6] [7] . No analytical methods have been developed that deal successfully with effective properties of multiphase materials with irregular geometrical microstructures and phase interactions up to now. A complete numerical determination of the effective properties of multiphase media has to include such two major steps as, first to reproduce properly the multiphase microstructures using computer algorithms, and then to solve the relevant transport governing equations with acceptable efficiency and accuracy.
Several methods have been attempted to reconstruct the microstructures of two-phase materials using computers [2, 3] . Mohanty [8] adopted a Monte Carlo annealing algorithm to generate unsaturatcd porous media. Moreover, for such multiphase materials, the microstructures are influenced by the inter-phase interactions. To our best knowledge, this issue has seldom been systematically investigated. A few researchers used the liquid-bridge structures for \\ater distribution in unsaturated porous media [9, 10] . Most recently, some of the present authors have proposed a general microstructure growth method to replicate such porous structures and investigated their effective properties [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The conventional partial differential equation (PDE) solvers have been applied to tackle the governing equations in multiphase and multiphysical transport problems [15] [16] [17] . However the structural complexities bring in two additional difficulties: the requirement of grid refinements for complex structures and the conjugate constraints at interfaces between phases, both of which push the calculations using convectional PDE solvers to an unacceptably expensive level. Owing to its easy implementation in multiple inter-particle interactions and complex geometry boundary conditions [18] [19] [20] [21] , and that in general the conservation laws can hold automatically without additional computational efforts [22, 23] , the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has recently been developed successfully for modeling of hydrodynamics [19, 21, 22] , and other transport process [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] in multiphase systems and the effective properties can be consequently predicted.
This work is aiming to explore the nonlinear effective properties of unsaturated porous materials using a numerical framework. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces the essential numerical framework for this study. After validations, the present numerical tool is employed to predict the effective properties of unsaturated porous materials in Section 3. The mechanism will be discussed based on our results.
Numerical framework

Structure reproduction
Here we use our random generationgrowth method to reproduce the random microstruclure of multiphase materials. The algorithm is described as follows [12]: I) Randomly locate the cores of the first growing phase in a grid system based on a seed distribution probability, Cj. Each cell in the grid will be assigned a random number by a uniform distribution function within (0, 1), whose random number is no greater than Cj will be chosen as a seed; II) Expand every element of the growing phase to its neighboring cells in all directions based on each given directional growth probability, £>" where i represents the direction. Again for each growing element, new random numbers will be assigned to its neighboring cells. The neighboring cell in direction / will become part of the growing phase if its random number is no greater than D" III) Repeat the growing process of II) until the volume fraction of the first growing phase reaches its given value Φ 2 ; IV) For multiphase materials, the ;i-th phase («>2) will grow based on a phase interaction growth probability, I,"" 1 , which represents the growth probability of the n-th phase on the m-th phase along the '-th direction: V) Stop the n-th phase growth once its volume fraction reaches the given value0"; VI) Repeat the next phase growth as described in IV) & V) until "=N; VII) The spaces not occupied at the end represent the non-growing phase. The gray is the solid particles, the white the liquid, and the dark the gas.
In this work we emphasize the phase interaction (//"",) effects on the microstructure and the properties of multiphase materials. For a three-phase porous medium, the simplest case is to generate the liquid phase with /, : 7,' Λ =1 where / represents the liquid phase and s the solid phase. This hypothesis is based on a strong wetting effect caused by a strong liquidsolid attractive potential, and will result in a uniform liquid film attached on the solid grains as shown in Fig. l(a) . The smaller is the 7/ 1 ': //·* ratio, the more uniform is the liquid film [see Fig. l(b) ]. Such structures can be found in some multi-component composite materials. However for the unsaturated sandstones or glass assemblies, the water tends to be as droplets rather than as films on solid surfaces. We can also reproduce similar water distributions as those in glass assemblies by enlarging the /,': //·* ratio, as shown in Figs. 1 (c) and (d). Fig. 1 compares the water distributions in porous media at different phase interaction growth probabilities. A greater// 1 ': //·' ratio corresponds to a weaker wetting interface and the liquid is more aggregative.
Governing equations
Consider the thermal or electric transport through a multiphase material system as shown in Fig. 2 . For a steady and single transport process without contact resistance, radiation, phase change or other influences from sources, the governing equations can be summarized as follows.
The thermal or electric transport is governed by a Laplace equation [29] : (i) where λ η is the local conductivity of the n -th phase, which could be thermal conductivity or dielectric permittivity, and correspondingly, Φ would be the thermal potential (temperature) [15, 16] For the insulated boundaries on the sides, a specular reflection treatment is implemented to avoid "energy leak" along the surfaces [12] . At the interfaces between two phases (/' and j) in equilibrium, the continuities of both potential and flux have to be satisfied, i.e. 
where the subscript "int" corresponds to the interfaces between phase "i" and "j". Equation (1) governs the distribution of potential Φ in the multiphase material, subject to the interface constraints (2)-(5). The effective conductivity can be determined as λ l!tf =qHlΔΦ (6) where q is the steady flux through the material between the potential difference (ΔΦ) over a thickness H.
Lattice Boltzmann solver
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is intrinsically a mesoscopic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach and has achieved considerable success in simulating fluid flows and associated transport [22] . The most important advantages of LBM include the easy implementations of multiple inter-particle interactions and complex geometry boundaries [18] [19] [20] [21] . Conservations can generally hold automatically without additional computational efforts [23, 25] .
For the governing equation, Eq.
(1), we employ the evolution equation on discrete lattices for each phase as (7) The equilibrium distribution of the evolution variable, g a , for the two- Consider the thermal conductivity of an unsaturated soil. Customarily, the degree of saturation, S, is the liquid volume fraction in pores. The three-phase (3P) microstructure is reconstructed on a 200*200 grid with the parameters Cj= 0.01, and /,"·"'= 7, ΜΛ for each / direction. Fig. 3 shows the predicted thermal conductivities versus the degree of saturation at £=0.52 for frozen and unfrozen sands. The thermal conductivities used in the simulations are £ Λ =2.85 W/nvK, £".=0.5924 W/m-K, k K =0.0249 W/nvK, and k lcc =2.38 W/m-K [30] . The numerical results are compared with the experimental data [30] . Good agreements are obtained with the experimental data for both frozen and unfrozen cases.
Nonlinear responses of unsaturated porous materials
The present numerical framework has been used to investigate the nonlinear responses of effective properties of unsaturated porous materials. Fig. 4 shows the thermal conductivity of unsaturated soil as a function of water saturation for three different phase interaction ratios. The parameters are ε=0.5, Λ\=2.85 W/m-K, k, =0.5924 W/m-K, and kg =0.0249 W/m-K. [30] . The results indicate that the effective thermal conductivity increases with the water content nonlinearly. The phase interaction ratio has a noticeable effect on the thermal conductivity when the saturation is between 0.2 and 0.6; otherwise, the phase interaction effect is negligible. Fig. 5 compares thermal conductivities for different phase interaction ratios when the saturation is given at 0.5. When the phase interaction ratio varies from 0.01 to 300, the effective thermal conductivity does not increase with the ratio monotonously. The thermal conductivity increase with the phase interaction ratio when 7<10, and decrease with the phase interaction ratio when 7>100. The effective thermal conductivity will reach a maximum when the phase interaction ratio is between 10 and 100 (around 50). Because the thermal conductivity of water is much higher than that of gas, the overall effective thermal conductivity of unsaturated porous materials will highly depend on the liquid bridges formed by the water. An appropriate value of the phase interaction ratio will form a good liquid-bridge network in the solid frame, rather than liquid films for low phase interaction ratios or liquid droplets for high ones, and therefore leads to a high effective thermal conductivity of the multiphase materials. When the present framework is applied to the electrical permittivity for the same unsaturated porous material system, the results are different, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The electrical permittivity for each component is: ε/=5.5, ε,'=80, and ε^Ι [31] . Since the permittivity of liquid is much higher than both the other two phases, the phase interaction effect is much stronger compared with that in Fig. 5 . The effect is only negligible when the saturation is smaller than 0.3. Fig. 7 indicates that the effective electrical permittivity decreases sharply with the phase interaction ratio when the ratio is smaller than 10, and then decreases smoothly for larger Ps. This trend is quite different from that in Figure  6 . The mechanism may lie in the different roles the liquid phase plays. For the thermal conductivity, the liquid phase plays a "bridge" role because its conductivity is between those of the solid and the gas. A better bridge network would enhance the overall thermal conductivity. However for the electrical permittivity, the liquid phase plays the leading actor of transport. The better the liquid phase connects itself, the higher is the effective electrical permittivity for the multiphase system. 
Conclusions
The nonlinearities in thermal conductivity and electrical permittivity caused by the saturation degree and the phase interaction have been studied for multiphase materials using a numerical framework. The results show that the effective thermal conductivity of unsaturated porous materials reaches a maximum at a given phase interaction ratio, while the effective permittivity decreases monotonously with the interactions. The response of effective properties depends on the functions of the liquid phase in the transport. For thermal conductivity, the liquid phase acts as a "bridge", for its conductivity in between those of the solid and the gas. A better bridge network would enhance the overall effective thermal conductivity. However for the electrical permittivity, the liquid phase plays the leading role due to its high electric conductivity -the better the liquid phase connects itself, the higher the overall effective electrical permittivity for the multiphase system. Electrokinetic pumping effects of charged porous media in microchannels using the
